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ABSTRACT

ARTICLE HISTORY

Multicomponent rare earth oxide (REO) nanocrystalline powders containing up to seven equiatomic
rare earth elements were successfully synthesized in a single-phase CaF2 -type (Fm-3 m) structure.
The addition of more than six elements resulted in the formation of a secondary phase. Annealing at
1000°C for 1 h led to the formation of a single-phase (Ia-3) even in the 7-component system. In the
absence of cerium (Ce4+ ), secondary phases were observed irrespective of the number of cations or
the extent of thermal treatment indicating that cerium cations played a crucial role in stabilizing the
multicomponent REOs into a phase pure structure.
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IMPACT STATEMENT

Multicomponent equiatomic rare earth oxides pioneer a new group of materials that crystallize into
a single-phase structure with the dominant role of a single element instead of entropy.

Introduction
The success in identifying novel materials with complete
disorder, improved properties, lower costs, better environmental compatibility, etc., constitutes a major foundation for the development of new technologies and
products. Recently, it was shown that a crystalline singlephase oxide containing five transition metal ions in
equiatomic amounts (Mg0.2 Co0.2 Ni0.2 Cu0.2 Zn0.2 O) can
be synthesized.[1] Consequently, the new material was
named ‘entropy-stabilized oxide’ (ESO) due to the high
configurational entropy possible in a multicomponent
system. The possibility of synthesizing an oxide system
comprising five elements in a single phase is surprising, especially when taking into account that some of
the binary oxides of these elements possess different
crystal structures in their pure form (e.g. hexagonal
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wurtzite-type ZnO, monoclinic CuO). The principal idea
originates from the field of multicomponent metallic
alloys, widely known as high-entropy alloys (HEAs),
which are defined as solid solutions containing ‘multiple principal elements (five or more) in equimolar or near-equimolar ratios’.[2] HEAs have a range
of remarkable mechanical (strength, hardness, ductility, wear resistance), physical (magnetic, conductivity),
and chemical (corrosion resistance) properties [3–5]
as compared to the conventional alloys with one or
two principal elements. In such metallic systems, the
high configurational entropy thermodynamically stabilizes a single-phase solid solution through a reduction
of the Gibbs free energy.[2] In analogy, to HEAs, Murty
et al. [5] suggested that a similar mixing entropy effect
in ceramics and polymers can be expected. Although
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research on high-entropy ceramics, carbide- and nitridebased, has already been tackled,[6–8] the synthesis of
high-entropy oxide-based ceramic systems has not been
reported until recently. Rost et al. [1] showed successfully that oxide systems can be entropy stabilized by synthesizing microcrystalline Mg0.2 Co0.2 Ni0.2 Cu0.2 Zn0.2 O,
which exhibited a single-phase rock-salt-type structure. The full potential of ESO materials with rock salt
or other possible crystallographic structures is yet to
be discovered. The first study of the microcrystalline
Mg0.2 Co0.2 Ni0.2 Cu0.2 Zn0.2 O system [9] showed a ‘colossal dielectric constant’ of 2 × 105 at 440 K with bulk
resistance of 30 M being three orders of magnitude
higher than the resistance of the mixture of any of the
binary oxides. The authors believe that this system has the
potential to be used as a large-k dielectric material. Doping (aliovalent or isovalent) of entropy-stabilized oxides
could lead to even more exciting and diverse properties
with possibly a wide range of applications.
In the present study, the possibility of synthesizing high-entropy rare earth oxides (REOs) containing
five to seven rare earth (RE) elements as well as low
and medium entropy oxides [5] comprising two to
four RE elements in equiatomic amounts was explored.
The nanocrystalline multicomponent REO powders were
synthesized by employing nebulized spray pyrolysis
(NSP) instead of solid-state reactions as done in previous
publications.[1,9] This well-established method [10–15]
allows for the direct synthesis of nanocrystalline powders
in a short period of time (production rate of 1–2 g h−1
in a laboratory scale reactor) with a homogeneous distribution of the elements inside the crystal lattice. The
crystal structure and the elemental compositions of assynthesized and subsequently heat-treated REO powders
are discussed and the phase stability upon heat treatments is addressed.

Experimental
Material synthesis
The following ‘selection rules’ were considered as a guide
for the choice of the compositions: (i) cations should have
similar ionic radii, (ii) at least one of the binary oxide systems should have a different crystal structure, and (iii)
at least one binary oxide pair should not have complete
miscibility at 0.5 mole fraction based on the oxide binary
phase diagram. Table 1 provides the overview of crystal structures and space groups of single oxides of the
RE elements [16–19] used in this study, corresponding
cation oxidation state, coordination numbers, and ionic
radii.[20]
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Table 1. Crystal structures and space groups of single oxides
[16–18], corresponding cation oxidation state, coordination numbers (CNs), and ionic radii (rc ) [20].
Oxide

Crystal system Space group Oxidation

Ce2 O3
CeO2
Gd2 O3
La2 O3
Nd2 O3
Pr2 O3
PrO2
Sm2 O3
Y2 O3

Trigonal
Cubic (ﬂuorite)
Cubic
Trigonal
Trigonal
Trigonal
Cubic
Monoclinic
Cubic (bixbyite)

P-3m1
Fm-3m
Ia-3
P-3m1
P-3m1
P-3m1
Fm-3m
C2/m
Ia-3

3+
4+
3+
3+
3+
3+
4+
3+
3+

CN

rc (nm)

VII
1.07
VIII
0.97
VI
0.938
VII
1.1
VII
1.048a
VII
1.058a
VIII
0.96
VI and VII 0.958 and 1.02
VI
0.9

a Values deduced from ionic radii for VI and VIII coordination [20].

The REO nanopowders containing up to seven RE
elements were synthesized using NSP. The experimental set-up is illustrated elsewhere, see [10,21]. The
nitrate salts of Ce, Gd, La, Nd, Pr, Sm, and Y(Ce
(NO3 )3 ·6H2 O, ABCR, 99.9%; Gd(NO3 )3 ·6H2 O, SigmaAldrich, 99.9%; La(NO3 )3 ·6H2 O, Sigma-Aldrich, 99.9%;
Nd(NO3 )3 ·6H2 O, Sigma-Aldrich, 99.9%; Pr(NO3 )3 ·
6H2 O, ABCR, 99.9%; Sm(NO3 )3 ·6H2 O, ABCR, and
99.9%; Y(NO3 )3 ·6H2 O, Sigma-Aldrich, 99.9%) were
used as precursors. A water-based solution containing appropriate equiatomic cation combinations (concentration of 0.1 mol L−1 ) was continuously delivered
( ∼ 120 ml h−1 ) into the piezo-driven nebulizer. The generated mist containing fine droplets of the precursor
solution was transported by flowing oxygen (5 standard
l min−1 ) into the hot-wall reactor. The nanoparticles,
synthesized at 1150°C and a pressure of 900 mbar, were
collected using a filter-based collector. The REO samples
will be for the sake of simplicity labelled not according
to their stoichiometric formulae, but according to the
elements present, e.g. oxide system containing five RE
elements will be labelled as (Ce,La,Pr,Sm,Y)O and further in the text, it will be addressed as 5-component REO
system, etc. For easier comparison, RE elements are listed
alphabetically, instead of based on their atomic number.
In order to get an insight into the phase formation and the phase stability of multicomponent
REOs, several thermal treatment experiments were conducted. The first set of experiments was conducted
to study formation of phases. In these experiments,
5- and 6-component powders with and without Ce,
(Ce,La,Pr,Sm,Y)O, (Ce,Gd,La,Pr,Sm,Y)O, (Gd,La,Nd,Pr,
Sm,Y)O, were annealed in air at 1000°C for 1 h with
cooling/heating rates of 10°C·min−1 . The second set of
experiments was performed to study the effect of entropy
on the phase stabilization. Therefore, the 5-component
powder, (Ce,La,Pr,Sm,Y)O, was heat treated in air at
two different temperatures for different times and air
quenched from the calcination temperature to room temperature. The following experiments were performed: (i)
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calcination of the as-synthesized powder at 750°C for 1 h,
(ii) calcination of the as-synthesized powder at 750°C for
2.5 h, and (iii) additional calcination at 1000°C for 1 h of
the already calcined powder (750°C for 1 h).

Characterization
Room temperature X-ray diffraction (XRD) patterns
of the as-synthesized powders were recorded using a
Bruker D8 diffractometer with Bragg–Brentano geometry equipped with an X-ray tube with a Cu anode and
a Ni filter. A LYNEXE detector and a fixed divergence
slit (0.3°) were used. A step size of 0.02° and a collection time of 4 s at 30 kV and 40 mA over the 2θ angular
range between 10° and 90° were used. Rietveld analysis (TOPAS 5, Bruker [22]) of the XRD patterns was
used to determine the structure and phase composition
of the as-synthesized and thermally treated powders. The
instrumental intensity distribution for the XRD data was
determined empirically from a fundamental parameter
set, using a reference scan of LaB6 (NIST 660a), and
the microstructural parameters were refined (using two
Voigt functions) to adjust the peak shapes. Thermal displacement parameters were constrained to be the same
for all atoms of all phases to avoid quantification problems and to account for further effects such as absorption
or surface roughness.
The microstructure of the powders was studied using
a high-resolution scanning electron microscope, SEM
(Philips XL30 FEG) and an aberration- (image) corrected FEI Titan 80–300 transmission electron microscope, TEM (FEI, Eindhoven, the Netherlands) equipped
with a Gatan US4000 slow scan CCD camera (Gatan Inc.,

Pleasanton, CA). The particle size distribution (PSD) was
determined from SEM images by measuring the size of
approximately 500 particles using ImageJ 1.50a [23] and
fitting the data by log-normal distribution function.
The elemental composition was determined using
energy-dispersive spectroscopy (EDS) on a scanning
electron microscope, SEM (ZEISS Gemini Leo 1530)
equipped with INCA EDS X-ray spectrometer.
XPS analysis using PHI 5000 spectrometer and a
monochromatic Al Kα (1486.6 eV) excitation source was
used for determining oxidation states of Ce and Pr in
the as-synthesized samples as they can have multiple
stable oxidation states (3+ and 4+). Ce-oxide (CeO2 )
and Pr-oxide (PrOx ) powders, synthesized by the same
method as REO powders, were used as references. The
photoelectron spectra were taken with 200 μm spot size
at pass energy of 23.5 eV with energy steps of 0.1 eV.
In order to compensate charging of the investigated
oxides, a charge neutralizer with low-energy electrons is
employed.

Results and discussion
Microstructure and element composition
The as-synthesized REO powders have a brown colour
with apparent tint which decreases as the number of RE
elements increases (Figure 1(a)). The morphology of the
powders studied by SEM (Figure 1(b)) shows spherical agglomerates containing fine nanoparticles arranged
in the form of hollow spheres with broad size distribution and a mean particle/agglomerate size of 560 nm.
The EDS analysis (Table 2) confirms that nanocrystalline
powders contain RE cations in equiatomic amounts

Figure 1. (a) Digital camera photographs of as-synthesized powders showing the change of powder colour from dark brown to light
brown with increase in the number of RE elements and (b) SEM image with PSD of as-synthesized (Ce,La,Pr,Sm,Y)O powder as a
representative of typical morphology of REO powders synthesized by the NSP method.
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Table 2. Elemental composition (at. %) of selected REO powders
obtained by analysis of EDS spectra.
Sample
(Ce,La,Pr)O
(Ce,La,Pr,Y)O
(Ce,La,Pr,Sm)O
(Ce,La,Pr,Sm,Y)O
(Ce,La,Nd,Pr,Sm,Y)O
(Ce,Gd,La,Nd,Pr,Sm,Y)O

Ce

Gd

La

Nd

Pr

Sm

Y

12.3
8.6
8.4
7.5
6.6
5.0

–
–
–
–
–
5.1

12.9
8.4
8.4
8.0
6.7
5.1

–
–
–
–
6.5
5.1

12.5
8.6
8.9
7.8
7.0
5.5

–
–
8.4
7.5
6.6
5.1

–
8.7
–
7.5
6.1
5.3

as desired and expected for powders synthesized by
NSP.[10,12,24]
Selected REO powders were characterized using
XPS in order to determine the oxidation state(s) of
Ce and Pr (Figure 2). The XPS 3d spectra of Ce
in CeO2 , (Ce,Pr,Sm)O, and (Ce,La,Pr,Sm,Y)O powders
(Figure 2(a)) are very similar. The multiplet splitting containing six peaks can be identified in all three studied
powders leading to the conclusion that Ce is present
in 4+ oxidation state.[25] This is not surprising as it
is known that Ce can be easily oxidized.[26] It can be
assumed that the oxidation state of Ce (Ce4+ ) in other
synthesized REO powders is the same as the powders are
synthesized under similar conditions (see experimental
section).
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The XPS 3d spectra of Pr in (Ce,Pr,Sm)O and
(Ce,La,Pr,Sm,Y)O resemble the one obtained for Proxide confirming that oxidation state of Pr is the same
in all powders. Comparing the XPS data for Pr-oxide
obtained in this work (Figure 2(b)) to the one reported
in the literature,[27,28] the spectra indicate the presence
of Pr4+ rather than Pr3+ , but mixed oxidation state [29]
cannot be excluded. At present, based on XRD data (see
SI, Figure S2b and S2c), it can only be assumed that Pr
is most probably present in mixed oxidation state (Pr4+
and Pr3+ ). To confirm the mixed valence state of Pr, more
detailed analysis, especially X-ray absorption near edge
structure (XANES) analysis, is needed.
Structure and phase composition
Figure 3 displays the XRD patterns of as-synthesized
REO systems with Ce (Figure 3(a)) and without Ce
(Figure 3(b)). Rietveld analysis of the XRD patterns
reveals that the crystallite size for all as-synthesized powders is below 10 nm (Table 3). The analysis of the XRD
patterns containing Ce (Figure 3(a)) indicates that systems with three to six elements crystallize in a singlephase CaF2 type (Fm-3 m) structure, which is a structure with higher symmetry than any of the binary trivalent REOs (see Table 1). In contrast, in the absence

Figure 2. XPS 3d spectra of (a) cerium in CeO2 , (Ce,Pr,Sm)O, and (Ce,La,Pr,Sm,Y)O and (b) praseodymium in Pr-oxide, (Ce,Pr,Sm)O, and
(Ce,La,Pr,Sm,Y)O.
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Figure 3. (a) XRD patterns of as-synthesized REO powders containing Ce (The indexed planes belong to the main phase, Fm-3 m) and (b)
XRD patterns of as-synthesized REO powders without Ce (The formulae do not reﬂect powder stoichiometry—see experimental section.).
Table 3. Summary of results obtained by Rietveld reﬁnement of as-synthesized and calcined REO powders (RE2 O3+y ,
RE—equimolar amounts of RE elements) containing Ce: space
group of main phase, fraction of main phase (f ), lattice parameter
(a), and crystallite size (D).
Sample, RE2 O3 + y

a (Å)

D (nm)

5.5203(2)
5.4962(3)
5.5276(3)
5.5169(7)
5.5071(4)
5.4998(1)
5.5168(4)

10.5(2)
6.8(2)
7.8(2)
8.4(4)
7.5(2)
–a
–a

Thermally treated powders without quenching, 1000°C/1h
(Ce,La,Nd,Pr,Sm,Y)O
Ia-3
100
10.9625(2)
(Ce,Gd,La,Nd,Pr,Sm,Y)O
Ia-3
100
10.9319(3)

31(1)
34(2)

As-synthesized powders
(Ce,La,Pr)O
(Ce,La,Pr,Y)O
(Ce,La,Pr,Sm)O
(Ce,La,Sm,Y)O
(Ce,La,Pr,Sm,Y)O
(Ce,La,Nd,Pr,Sm,Y)O
(Ce,Gd,La,Nd,Pr,Sm,Y)O

Space group f (wt.%)
Fm-3m
Fm-3m
Fm-3m
Fm-3m
Fm-3m
Fm-3m
Fm-3m

Thermally treated powders with quenching
(Ce,La,Pr,Sm,Y)O;750°C/1h
Fm-3m
(Ce,La,Pr,Sm,Y)O;750°C/2.5h
Fm-3m
(Ce,La,Pr,Sm,Y)O;1000°C/1h
Ia-3

100
100
100
100
100
100
97.1(1)

100
5.4869(2)
100
5.4884(3)
99.0(5) 10.9557(2)

10.3(2)
8.5(2)
28.8(7)

a Main contribution to peak broadening arises from strain.

of Ce, the studied systems do not crystallize as a single phase (Figure 3(b)), indicating the vital importance
of this specific element. According to Pauling’s rule
of parsimony,[30] crystallization within a single simple
structure is usually favoured over complex structures
whenever the cations are similar regarding their size and
oxidation state and they tend to be randomly distributed.
In some HEA systems, it was observed that single-phase
formation is governed by the binary pairs of elements in
which other elements dissolve [5,31] and the alloy adopts
the structure of the binary system with the highest ordering energy. Therefore, the distinct structural impact of Ce
in comparison to the other elements present is further
studied. Rietveld analysis of Ce-oxide synthesized by NSP
reveals that under the same conditions used for REO synthesis (see experimental section), Ce-oxide crystallizes in

a fluorite-type structure (Fm-3 m) (see SI, Figure S1a) and
have composition of CeO2 (i.e. Ce is tetravalent) which
agrees with the literature,[26] and it was confirmed by
XPS (see Figure 2(a)).
Based on these findings, in the REOs studied here,
CeO2 can be considered as the parent structure into
which the other cations ‘dissolve’, by randomly substituting Ce4+ ions. Apart from Ce-oxide, the pure Proxide also crystallized in a fluorite-type structure with
composition PrO∼1.83 , i.e. Pr6 O11 when synthesized
under similar conditions as all REOs (see corresponding XRD pattern in SI, Figure S1b and S1c). However,
although the structures of the binary oxides of Ce and
Pr are rather similar, those elements behave quite differently regarding their oxidation states, especially when
brought into different chemical environments with different additional chemical elements. Whereas Ce can be
only reduced to an oxidation state lower than 4+ by
using highly reductive conditions,[26,32] Pr3+ can be
easily stabilized by adjusting the size of the cation site
by changing the chemical composition (i.e. reacting it
with other metal oxides), even at oxidizing conditions in
air atmosphere.[33] Therefore, the Pr oxidation state can
be highly flexible depending on the chemical environment and complex to determine, whereas Ce is fixed to
its tetravalent state. These findings imply that the composition of the as-prepared samples must follow a formula
RE2 O3+y whenever Ce is present in the mixture, and
that the mechanism of phase stabilization can be considered to be different for the REO systems compared
to the entropy-stabilized transition metal oxides reported
previously.[1]
In the 7-component system containing Ce, (Ce,Gd,La,
Nd,Pr,Sm,Y)O (Figure 3(a)), the formation of a minor
secondary phase (La2 O3 , Ia-3, below 3 wt%, Table 3)
is observed. The formation of secondary phases can
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Figure 4. XRD patterns of heat-treated REOs at 1000°C for 1 h in
air (heating/cooling rate 10°C min−1 ).

be caused by so-called ‘sluggish’ diffusion [5,34] due to
increased number of elements present in the system,
which are competing for the same position in the lattice, rather than their insolubility in the fluorite structure.
Therefore, it can be expected that even REO systems with
more than six elements might be obtained as a singlephase system under conditions which would provide
sufficient time for the diffusion of all elements to their
desired lattice sites. This could, for example, be achieved
in situ by increasing the residence time of particles inside
of the hot-wall reactor, or ex situ by annealing which
was conducted in this study. The XRD pattern of the
7-component system with Ce that is annealed at 1000°C
for 1 h (heating/cooling rate 10°C·min−1 ) (Figure 4)
shows single-phase fluorite related, confirming that even
the 7-component system containing Ce can crystallize
into a single-phase structure if the system is supplied
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with sufficient energy and/or time for atom diffusion to
desired sites in the crystal lattice. This single-phase structure is identified as Ia-3 (a lower symmetry derivative
structure of Fm-3 m, see SI, Figure S3).
In contrast to the Ce-containing systems, heat treatment of the system without Ce, (Gd,La,Nd,Pr,Sm,Y)O,
did not result in homogenization and the formation of
a single phase (Figure 4), confirming once again that Ce
acts as a stabilizer of the structure of REOs.
The bright-field TEM image (Figure 5(a)) of the assynthesized (Ce,La,Sm,Pr,Y)O powder shows the polycrystalline nature of the particles. The crystallinity of
the particles is also confirmed by the selected area electron diffraction (SEAD) pattern (Figure 5(b)), which
shows spotty ring patterns without any additional diffraction spots and rings of second phases agreeing with
the XRD data. The measured interplanar spacings from
the SAED pattern are in good agreement with the values obtained from Rietveld refinement of the corresponding XRD pattern (Figure 3(a)). The d-spacing and
the corresponding planes identified from the diffraction rings are 0.317 nm (111), 0.276 nm (002), 0.195 nm
(022), 0.166 nm (311), 0.160 nm (222), 0.137 nm (004),
0.126 nm (331), 0.123 nm (042), and 0.112 nm (422).
Phase stability upon heat treatment
The effect of entropy on single-phase stabilization of
REOs was tested by heat treatment of the 5-component
(Ce,La,Pr,Sm,Y)O system at two different temperatures
and air quenching to room temperature. The resulting
XRD patterns are shown in Figure 6. After calcination
at 750°C for 1 and 2.5 h followed by air quenching, no
phase separation is observed. This is further confirmed
by Rietveld refinement (Table 3). However, additional

Figure 5. (a) Bright-ﬁeld TEM micrograph and (b) corresponding SAED pattern of the as-synthesized (Ce,La,Pr,Sm,Y)O powder.
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new field of multicomponent equiatomic oxides with vast
possibilities for research on their properties and potential
applications.
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Figure 6. XRD patterns of heat-treated REOs at diﬀerent temperatures followed by air quenching.

reflections are observed on heating the powder to 1000°C
for 1 h. These reflections can be indexed using a bodycentred cubic cell with a lattice parameter of abcc ∼ 2·afcc
and is indicative of a lowering of symmetry from Fm3 m to Ia-3 (see SI, Figures S3 and S4). The refined
crystal structure and more details may be found in the
SI) (Figures S3 and S4, Tables S1 and S2). Independent of the thermal treatment, the systems with 3–6 elements containing Ce (Figure 4) crystallize as single-phase
compounds (Table 3) which is in contrast to entropydependent reversion from single phase to multiple phases
at lower temperature reported by Rost et al. [1] indicating that entropy effect is not responsible for phase
stabilization in REOs.

Conclusions
Multicomponent equiatomic REO systems containing
up to seven RE elements were successfully synthesized
using the NSP method. The strong differences in powder
behaviour upon thermal treatment, in contrast with the
previously reported entropy-stabilized transition metal
oxides,[1] suggest that not only the entropy effect but
also the type of elements present in the multicomponent system (i.e. element oxidation state), together with
the influence of synthesis procedure (equilibrium, nonequilibrium), and crystallite size should be considered
as factors that might play a role in the structure stabilization of multicomponent equiatomic oxides. In REO
systems, cerium plays a crucial role in the phase stabilization. Not only experimental but also theoretical studies
are needed to get a better insight into the underlying
mechanism for single-phase formation in multicomponent REOs as well as other oxide systems that might
emerge. Without any doubt, the results presented here
and the recently published results [1,9] open a door into a
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